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FIFTH WINTER SCHOOL (1977) 

ORLICZ SPACE - VALUED MARTINGALES 

T. BYC2LOWSK.I 

Wroclaw 

Let E be a metric linear space and let (1,45,1) be the unit 

interval with the Borel -field and' the Lebesgue measure 1. It is 

well known that if E is not locally convex then there exists a se

quence fn» ZT xjT^Wi where xJ*«E, A ^ f i , uniformly tending to zero 

and such that lij*>l(Ap is not convergent to zero. So, in such 

spaces, the classical notion of Bochner integral cannot be used. 

We present an approach to the integration theory for mappings with 

values in Orlicz spaces (non locally convex, in particular) based 

on the notion of measurable stochastic process. 

Let (T^jm) be a finite, separable measure space and let ij 

be the space of all £ —measurable real functions on T. Let ^ be a 

Young function, that is, subadditive, nondecreasing oontinuous 

real function defined for u>0 such that $(t)*0 iff t*0. Put 

w+ « 4^(,xtt)l } a(dt) • x *S-
Let L^ be the set of all x <J such that Ixt^oo, L-/ is a linear 

space under usual addition and scalar multiplication and *•«$ is 

a (usually non-homogeneous) semlnorm on L+« Under obvious identifi

cation (L , It l\f ) is a complete metric linear space called Orlicz 

space. 

Let (X2,£ ,>*J be a probability space. If ̂ (<*,t) is a real funj-

ction defined on ii< T, measurable with respect to 2*!$* and such 

that V(w,» )«L4/i.- a.3., then * Induces, in a natural way, a 

mapping > from XL into L^, measurable with respect to XI and the 

Borel ̂ -algebra 4Jt* in 1^* On the other hand, if X is a .measurable 
mapping from (-Q ,2J ) into (L^,^) then exists a %*&-measurable 

mapping fc such that ?« X /*-*- a.e. &fl 9k"l • So, instead of Borel mea

surable mappings from d into L^ we can consider product measurable 

real functions defined onjQ.*T. 

Now, let a£L be the set of all real £*T'-meaaurable functions f 

defined on £L<V such that &}$«*>, where 

[f]f
si#(S|fi) dm 

and S denote the expectation. It is easy to see that (<^,C1^ is a 

complete metric linear space (under usual identification). 

By if we denote the linear space of all functions f of the form 
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f k t y . j i j i t i x . («) 
where *£*Lf and A^eS* It la not hard to see that £ is a dense 
Xinear subspace of £+. If 5J is a sub---r--algebra of E and 
f{*»ft) » Zijit) %*(*}*<£ we define 

where >x( * JJJ^) denotes the conditional probability with respect to 
2J0. Obaerre that S(ll(f)U 4 BUtft)» Btfl f whenever fctf. Hence 
we have 

Therefore I la a continuous Xinear mapping from J£ Into JC+ . Since 
J£ Is dense In *tf̂  , we can extend I to ify • This extension wlXX 
be oaXXed the conditional expectation operator and wlXX be denoted 
by the same symbol* I has aXX usual properties of conditional 
expectation. 

Let 2? -be an increasing sequence of aub-C-algebras of 23 * Let 
f. be a sequence of elements of jfy. ^f i# S«il* B^ Is called an I^-
valued martingale if f^ la S^-T-measurable and 

The following anaXogon of the mean convergence theorem (due 

to Chatterji [3\§ in the case of Banach-spaee valued martingales) 

holds 

Theorem* Let {f^i^-Li a > 1 } D0 a n I^-vaXued martingaXe such 
that 

fB * i {ns a > 
where f ejfy. Then 

Xim[fa - t ^ * 0 

where f^sr K f l E ^ and 2 ~ 1 * the C-algebra generated by U 2 ^ 

( 2 { * | ^ .denotes the conditional expectation operator with reapect 

to Jk ). 

This theorem has applications in the probability theory on 

Orlies spaces \2j. 
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